ABSTRACT BioBIKE
INTRODUCTION
Research in all areas of biology has come increasingly to rely upon massive sets of digital data and knowledge, the manipulation of which places most researchers outside their area of comfort. Despite a spectacular range of resources available to analyze biological information (witness this issue of NAR), biological problems still often require the development of novel methods. Existing tools may display results that are easy for humans to read, but they generally do not deliver them in a form that is useful for subsequent computations. Biologists without programming expertise (no doubt the majority) muddle through as best they can, using isolated tools and spreadsheets, or seeking the help of programmers. In the latter case, the resulting division of knowledge is far from ideal, obscuring the process from the biologist's view and making it difficult to understand the meaning of the results. Moreover, the biologist loses easy access to surprising intermediate results, which are at the heart of fundamental accidental discoveries (Elhai et al., manuscript submitted for publication).
BioBIKE (the Biological Integrated Knowledge Environment; formerly BioLingua, 1) has been developed to allow researchers without programming expertise to combine tools, data and knowledge in ways demanded by the biological problem at hand. BioBIKE is composed of three integrated components: (i) a biological knowledge base, (ii) a graphical programming interface and (iii) an extensible set of tools that can be combined in novel ways.
BioBIKE INSTANCES AND THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND DATA BASES
A BioBIKE instance provides a framework for all available information needed by a given research community (Table 1) , including sets of genomic sequences, gene annotations, functional descriptions, formal categories (e.g. COG), hierarchical groupings of metabolic reactions linked with genes (from KEGG, 2) and internal tables of Blast scores to support rapid protein comparisons. In addition, an instance may be stocked with experimental data, such as results from microarray or proteomic experiments. Indeed, any data that can be put into a standardized form, such as a table or XML structure, can be *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +1 650 380 6306; Email: jshrager@stanford.edu ß 2009 The Author(s) This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ by-nc/2.0/uk/) which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. integrated into the knowledge-base (in simple cases through built-in resources, otherwise with the help of BioBIKE engineers). All of this knowledge and data are represented in an integrated manner within the BioBIKE frame system.
The availability of integrated data and knowledge on the same server makes possible certain operations that are not practical with data that is distributed across the web. For example, in CyanoBIKE it is a simple matter to find all proteins common to one set of organisms (perhaps user-defined) but not in another, for example those in N 2 -fixing cyanobacteria that are not found in non-N 2 -fixing cyanobacteria. Protein similarities and orthologs amongst proteins of organisms outside the database are also available using the same interface, albeit more slowly, through services such as NCBI's Blast (3).
THE BioBIKE GRAPHICAL PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
Checking the VPL (visual programming language) box at the login screen of a BioBIKE instance brings the user to the graphical programming interface. (Users may also access BioBIKE with scripts through a web-based command line interface described in ref. 1 .) An example of the function palette and workspace is shown in Figure 1 . BioBIKE functions and other constructs are represented by boxes obtained from pull down menus. These may be moved around by familiar actions such as drag-and-drop and copy-paste to form complex expressions. When completed, expressions may be executed by double-clicking them. Results are returned (and sometimes displayed in a human-readable format) so that the user can assess the effect of each step. Data, and whole sessions, may be saved to the BioBIKE server so that incomplete work can be continued later.
The design of the BioBIKE language adheres to these principles:
Intelligibility: an expression should be intelligible to someone with requisite biological knowledge but no prior experience with BioBIKE. Many concepts of molecular biology, such as codon and ortholog, are incorporated into the language. Computability of results and nesting: BioBIKE functions often display results formatted for human comprehension. In addition to this, functions generally return their results in a form that can serve as input for further analysis. This allows users to compose expressions by taking the result of one function and feeding it into another, producing new results at each turn. This process can be abbreviated by nesting expressions together, as shown in Figure 2 . Small working vocabulary: expressions that are related to each other have been brought together within a single function, to reduce the burden on the memory of a new user. For example, the function SEQUENCE-SIMILAR-TO performs all flavors of Blast, or finds sequences differing from a reference by a given number of mismatches, depending on options specified by the user. Implied iteration: the size of biological databases often makes it necessary to perform iterative operations (i.e. loops). Such operations in conventional languages are the bane of those new to programming. Most BioBIKE functions iterate automatically. In Figure 1 , for example, a specific gene could be given to the ORTHOLOG-OF function or a list of genes could be given instead. In the latter case, the function returns a list of results, one for each gene. Figure 1 . BioBIKE function palette and workspace. The green workspace shows the work of a user looking for a regulatory sequence upstream from a gene, by focusing on sequences common amongst upstream sequences of orthologous genes in related organisms. The first function defines the variable gln-orthologs as the set of orthologs in marine cyanobacteria of a gene the user knows to encode glutamine synthetase. The second function is in the midst of being completed. The user is choosing the newly defined variable from the VARIABLES menu to be inserted into a function that will extract the sequences upstream from all the orthologs and then find statistically overrepresented sequences within the set of sequences, using MEME (6). Extensibility: users can define new data and functions which immediately enter the language, becoming instantly accessible through the same sort of menus as built-in objects. In addition to serving as a memory aid, this affords the modular addition of concepts into the language itself. Users not satisfied with the names of concepts built into the language can readily build a private vocabulary if desired.
Although specialized for bioinformatics, BioBIKE is built on top of the standard computer language Lisp, and is therefore capable of all operations typical of a general purpose programming language. Behind the scenes, BioBIKE expressions are translated into Lisp and compiled, yielding code that runs at a speed comparable to that of C code. Lisp is a uniquely powerful language, often used to create new specialized languages, as we have done here. R, for example, is written on top of Scheme, a dialect of Lisp (4). Lisp is also the language of choice for artificial intelligence, which continues to inform BioBIKE's development.
BioBIKE TOOLSET AND ADVANCED FACILITIES
BioBIKE provides access to several programs that are commonly used: Blast (3), for sequence searches); Clustal (5), for multiple sequence alignments); Meme (6), for motif discovery; RNAz (7), for discovery of conserved RNA sequences; and Phylip (8) , for construction of phylogenetic trees. All are accessed through the same interface, greatly reducing the need to figure out the idiosyncrasies of each resource. Useful tools not already in the language that have Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), or that are capable of running within a Linux The annotation for each of the proteins is displayed in a separate window (see inset), and the annotations are also returned as result #2. (C) The user is concerned that this motif might well arise by chance on some proteins of Synechocystis. To test this, a set of random protein sequences is generated, each element being a random shuffling of a real protein sequence. The set is assigned to the variable randomsequences, and the random sequences are returned as result #3. (D) This set of random sequences is searched for the characteristic motif, and none are found (no result), lending some confidence to the belief that the presence of the motif in proteins of Synechocystis is of biological significance. Figure 2 . Example of a nested function. The function makes an alignment of the sequences of all orthologs of the protein Asr1156, starting as many as 100 amino acids before the nominal beginning of the protein but going backwards only up to the first stop codon. The sequences are labeled with the name of the protein and aligned, using Clustal (5) and visualized using JalView (19) . This is the code used to generate an alignment (discussed in Elhai, Taton, Massar, and Shrager, manuscript submitted for publication) that provides evidence against existing annotations of a family of conserved genes and for the use of nonstandard start codons in cyanobacteria. environment can generally be added to BioBIKE on request with little difficulty, and thus be made accessible to BioBIKE users through the standard graphical programming interface.
LEARNING BioBIKE AND STYLES OF BioBIKE USAGE
Online tours of BiobIKE are accessible through the BioBIKE portal (biobike.csbc.vcu.edu), and a tour of the resources of the interface and the basic conventions of the language is available through the HELP button. A tour that describes how BioBIKE can be used in motif discovery is included in the Supplementary Material.
BioBIKE expressions are often intelligible when read, but new users do not find them easy to write. Those new to BioBIKE often begin by using it as a simple query language, asking, for example: 'What is the sequence of This progressive evaluation style is critical for programming novices (9) , and one may continue indefinitely within this style, obtaining useful results. However, it is also possible to create more complex structures from simple elements, facilitated by dragand-drop and copy-paste operations. Figure 3 provides an example of iteration mixed in with sequential evaluation. Since each simple element may be executed independently by double-clicking on it, users may still examine the intermediate results, even within complex expressions.
Complex expressions or sub-expressions can also be collapsed visually into single boxes, making it easier to grasp the larger picture. Moreover, as mentioned above, BioBIKE itself is extensible: if a user should devise a complex expression that might be of continued utility, the expression can be packaged, given a unique name, and made accessible via a menu, no differently from any other BioBIKE function. In this way, complicated operations can be broken up into logical chunks and subsequently offered as distinct functions.
CONCLUSION
BioBIKE represents a novel paradigm regarding the interaction of biologists with information of interest to them. Its goal is to put the analysis of large amounts of information directly into the hands of biologists themselves-to enable them to manipulate biological knowledge and data in an interactive computational environment. This offers extraordinary power to biologists with little computational background. BioBIKE has already made possible a deep analysis of proteomic data (10), a cross-genomic analysis of repeated sequences (11), and the introduction of many dozens undergraduates and high school students to biological analysis on the computer (Elhai, unpublished results).
Some excellent web-based resources, such as Entrez (12) , provide convenient access to sequences and other information. BioBIKE does the same, but the information is returned in a form that may be used immediately for further analysis. Still other resources, such as IMG (13) and the NCBI implementation of Blast (14) provide a good interface for the analysis of sequences with a fixed set of tools. Some, e.g. Taverna (15) and Galaxy (galaxy. psu.edu), go a step further and facilitate the creation of a work flow using a fixed set of tools (fixed to those unfamiliar with computer programming). BioBIKE does these things as well, but does not confine the user to follow predetermined channels. The user new to programming may use existing tools or combine basic functions to create ways to answer questions for which tools do not exist. Such flexibility has previously required one to employ conventional programming languages, sometimes supplemented with bioinformatic add-ons, such as BioRuby (bioruby.org) or BioPerl (16) . BioBIKE is equally powerful but does not require the user to learn the underlying language. BioBIKE is aimed at biologists who do not wish to expend the effort required to learn a conventional programming language but who wish to have the same hands-on relationship with informational objects of study as they do with objects in the laboratory.
BioBIKE is a first step in a new direction, and although even in its present state it is a powerful tool, it must be stressed that the goal of intuitive use remains unmet. Users should not expect to figure out BioBIKE as they would a simple web-based tool that offers a small number of functions. A greater set of tours and help pages may increase the ability of naı¨ve users to exploit the resource independently. However, our current direction is more ambitious. We plan to extend BioDeducta (17) , which combines BioBIKE with an automated reasoning system, to enable users to present BioBIKE with a natural language question (e.g. 'Is there a common sequence motif found upstream of orthologs of glnA?'), and through a series of natural language interactions, arrive at a BioBIKE expression that answers the question.
SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY AND COMPATIBILITY
At the time of writing, there are five BioBIKE instances freely available through the web (Table 1) . BioBIKE is written in Common Lisp, operating within the KnowOS paradigm (18) , and is distributed under the MIT Open Source license. Although it is freely available for anyone to download and install (see www.BioBIKE.org for instructions), we encourage users to use already-existing servers. The authors are happy to discuss collaboration with communities of biologists who would like to create BioBIKE instances particular to sets of model organisms. At present, the graphical interface is only operational within Firefox 1.5 and above.
